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Take a close-up look at the colorful--and cruel--robbers of the sea. Learn who devised the terrifying

Jolly Roger, how a surprisingly disciplined life was maintained aboard pirate ships, and what

cunning ruses pirates used to lure merchants to their doom.Â Â 
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While this series is generally aimed at readers of a younger age, these magnificently illustrated

books are fascinating for adults as well. "Pirate" is no exception. It is a gloriously readable book with

profuse illustrations covering the history of piracy from ancient Greece to the 1800's. Dozens of

captioned pictures and paragraphs of text make this a great book for browsing through when you

just don't feel like serious reading. The book itself is nothing like a children's book. They could

market this as an adult book without changing a thing

This book gives lots of fascinating information about the weapons and tactics pirates used. The

information is divided into small fact capsules with illustrations, which keeps it from ever being

boring or overwhelming. And there's so much on a page that the book's worth re-reading several

times, in case of something missed or forgotten. A gotta-have for the piratically-minded!



DK eyewitness books are some of the greatest non-fiction books around. The distinctive white

background and high-quality photography gives this book an edge over any other pirate picture

book. And -- these pictures are real! They're beautiful photos of historically piratey things,

accompanied by informative captions and text.Learn about Anne Bonny, a fearsome female pirate,

peruse the pictures of pirate treasure, from Spanish doubloons to richly ornamented crosses.

Compare the different pirate flags, and learn about who made each one. Check out the different

types of ships, authentic pirate clothes and weapons, and a storehouse of other REAL pirate

information.If you know someone (young or old) who is fascinated by all things pirate, then you must

introduce them to this book! It's a visual crash course in pirateness, and it's excellent!

This is a great introduction to pirates! Fantastic. I bought my copy used (an old beat up library copy,

but who cares) and I read it cover to cover the first hour or so I had it. I live near a river where

Captain Kidd is supposed to have hung out, and have always had a fascination with pirates. While

written for kids, this book provides an excellent starting source for adults as well, defining terms and

illustration all sorts of things from ship parts to weapons to treasure maps. I'm working on a fictional

book and needed some quick references and this book is ideal. You simply cannot beat DK for

producing useful, fun and beautifully designed books. I would imagine boys would flip over this

book.

My pirate/man of war infatuated 5.5 year old son LOVES this book! He is more interested in the

ships and since I couldn't find a decent book I thought this would do. It is his top requested book for

bedtime. Very educational. I'm learning a lot too!

I gave this as a gift to my six year old grandson and he loves the book. He is an advanced reader

and loves detail so this series of books has been great for him. Even if your child is not a reader,

there are a lot of pictures. So, if they love the topic (this book comes in a variety of topics), they will

most likely enjoy the book.

Love these DK books for my classroom (5th and 6th grade gifted, math and science). They are high

interest and a perfect difficulty for high ability 5th and 6th graders. ALL Eyewitness DK books are 1

AR point, and most are within the 6-9 grade level range, but a few are a touch above.I bought all

these DK books used on  and they have survived a few years already in my classroom library with



moderately heavy use and not the greatest care from the students.I cannot recommend DK books

more, as a teacher and a parent.

A picture is worth a thousand words, and this book has tons of them, neatly labeled. It's divided well

into time periods and different part of the world, making it both easy to understand and a joy to read.
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